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Annual General Meeting
A total of 46 members attended the Association’s AGM at Kinellar hall on 24 th March.

Sandy Gordon

Sandy Gordon was formally
installed as Honorary President,
and presented with a medal of
office by outgoing chair David
Morland.
Malcolm Watson was elected as
chair, David Morland as vicechair, Alison Goss as secretary,
and John Adams as treasurer.

In addition to existing members who were re-elected, two new members were voted
on to the committee: Jamie Evans and Donald Morrison. The minutes should be circulated
along with this newsletter.
Members of the ADBKA, who has successfully passed different modules exams,
were presented with the certificates.
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Malcolm Watson

Ian Mackley

Joan Gilbert-Stevens

The AGM was preceded by a talk on
Scotland’s wild bees by Murdo Macdonald of
the Highland Biological Recording Group.
After an excellent presentation covering the
species and behavior of our bees (including
no less than 20 bumble bee species).

FUTURE ARTICLES

Swarm Control Day
(Joan Gilbert-Stevens)
Beginners. Briefly
(Ian Mackley)
Relocating Bumblebee
Colonies
(David Morland)
Book Review

South facing soil bank:
good habitat for solitary bees

Murdo appealed for people in this area to get out
and observe what they see. Data is very sparse
in Aberdeenshire compared to Highland and
other parts of the country. Bees’ are generally
in decline and accurate recording data is one of
the tools for protecting them.
Malcolm Watson
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ANOTHER SUCCESSFUL ‘INTRODUCTION TO BEEKEEPING’ COURSE
The annual spring ‘Introduction to Beekeeping’ course, known in the past as the ‘Spring Lecture Series’, for
potential and novice beekeepers and which ADBKA has been running for many years, concluded successfully last
week. The high level of interest we have seen in the past few years continued with 94 people enrolling. We reached
maximum capacity and closed enrolment a month before the course started and there are already 20 people
expressing interest in next year’s course! Over 50% of the audience already had bees or firmly intended to start
beekeeping this year.
Major, and successful, changes this year included:
- Changing the venue to a larger and better equipped lecture theatre at Aberdeen University.
- Using Eventbrite to manage enrolment online. This saved the organisers a lot of time and effort.
- Making a visit to the Apiary an integral part of the course.
- Using GoogleDrive to make presentations and information available to attendees.
The course opened with Malcolm setting the scene
by talking about the life and biology of the honeybee. The
following week David gave a brief history of beekeeping,
discussed various types of hives and explained what to
look for in an apiary site.
Naomi gave a humorous and well-received talk
about equipment and the following week Malcolm
covered ‘Products of the Hive’. Kirsty then talked about
Bee Health and Ian wrapped up the series with ‘The
Beekeeping Year & Essential Skills’. Apiary visits in
small groups will take place on the weekend of 27/28 th
April.
Feedback on the programme was overwhelmingly positive, representative comments being:
‘It was a great combination of talks, lectures, video and discussion/slides. Fabulous. I feel really excited about the
things we learned.’
‘Thoroughly enjoyable and very informative. Excellent for a bee beginner. Looking forward to getting hands-on at
the apiary.’
As we did last year, we are hoping to identify members who would be willing to mentor, or otherwise help,
some of the beginners and also put beginners in contact with those existing ADBKA members selling bees.
Ian Mackley

MEMBERS EVENTS
MAY
Sat 4th at 2p.m. at Crathes
Demonstration-Shook swarm
and Bailey comb change by
Graham Torrie
Sun 12th at 2p.m.
at Aden Country Park
Demonstration- Apiary visit and
Poly hives by Erling Watt
Sat/Sun 18th/19th at Crathes
Garden Fair
JUNE
Sun 9th at 2p.m. at Tarland
Demonstration – Apiary visit by
Yvonne Davidson
(details to follow)

BASIC BEEKEEPING EXAM
The BB exam is the first step in the SBA’s examination system. The syllabus
includes practical and oral elements. This may appear daunting at first however
it simply lists the basic skills and knowledge which a beekeeper should have
after keeping bees for 1 or 2 years. All beekeepers in Scotland should aim to
complete this assessment. The exam is held during the summer months,
usually at the candidate’s own apiary. Details and booking are available now
through the SBA website.
Malcolm Watson
BEES FOR SALE
2 colonies on 5 National
frames and 2 on 7 National
frames. Last years queens
with eggs and brood at all
stages and some new young
bees. Price - £125 .
Collection / delivery by
arrangement.
I'll provide after-care
arrangements for beginners.
Call Rosie Crighton on
07841 717070

BEES FOR SALE
Numerous colonies of
bees on 11 National
standard frames, Good
natured strong colonies.
Overwintered,
varroa
treated. Price - from
£150 to £200 depending
on the size of the colony.
Mentoring for beginners.
Call Olga Macaulay on
01224 315276

BEES FOR SALE
2 National hives
with strong stocks
of bees. Complete
with supers. Just
treated for varroa.
Price -£120 each
Call Stanley
Christie on
01651 821236
(Rothienorman
AB51 8XE)
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BEGINNERS, (not very) BRIEFLY…
An occasional article aimed at helping the novice through the beekeeping year.
April, May and June are the busiest period in the beekeeping year. Weekly inspections start and continue until
swarming is largely over, usually towards the end of June. For the beginner who got bees in the middle of the
previous year, this may be their first beekeeping spring and there are important practices to master. It is therefore a
double length article this month.
APRIL
Don’t be in a rush to do your first inspection but ideally you do want to have completed at least one inspection
before the end of the month. A traditional indicator that it is a suitable time to inspect is when flowering currant
(Ribes) is in flower. Choose a dry, calm and relatively warm day in the early afternoon if possible. In less than
perfect conditions, the first inspection should only involve the hive being open for a few minutes. Remember the five
key questions for every inspection:
Is a queen present? It’s reassuring to see the queen but don’t spend a lot of time searching at first inspection. Her
marking may have worn and be hard to see, or she may have been superseded since last seen.
What stages of brood are present? If you haven’t seen the queen, the sight of eggs is the next best indicator that she
is there somewhere. Hopefully you will see brood at all stages (eggs, larvae, unsealed and sealed brood), but again,
don’t dwell on it this time.
Are there any signs of disease? Not really a focus for the first inspection unless blatantly obvious.
Has the colony room to expand? Once there is brood on about five-six frames and bees on most of the rest, it’s time
to add a super.
Has the colony got at least a week’s supply of stores? This is about the equivalent of two deep frames. You can
remove any fondant and feed with thin 1:1 syrup if necessary.
You should keep records of your inspections.
If your colony has died out, most likely of starvation (dead bees head-first into cells), close the colony up
completely to avoid it being robbed. Take it away to clean it up.
Perhaps not at first inspection, but if you want to mark or re-mark (and/or clip) your queen to make future
inspections and manipulations easier, now is the time to do it whilst the colony is still relatively small, making the
queen easier to find. Get an experienced beekeeper to show or help you, or come to see it done at Association Apiary
events. I prefer the ‘crown-of-thorns’ press-in cage for marking but there are several other ways. Whatever the
circumstances and method, take it very very slowly and gently to avoid damaging the queen, and if you are using a
paint pen, test it first to avoid flooding the queen in paint.
When you add your first super, and especially if your super frames contain only foundation, the bees are
sometimes reluctant to move upwards, especially if there is no nectar flow. Try leaving the queen excluder out for
two or three days.
Because swarm control is so important, I’m going to give you the May article right now!
MAY
If you didn’t do it at first inspection, remove the floor (which will be covered in dead bees from the winter –
dispose of them away from the apiary), and either clean and replace it, or just substitute a spare clean floor.
You must inspect on a seven (or ten, if your queen is clipped) day cycle throughout at least April to end June.
Remember that seven days is not specified just to fit nicely with the human working week. There is a technical
reason; it takes eight days from an egg being laid to any resulting queen cell being sealed and the colony will swarm
shortly thereafter. So if you don’t see any queen cells at one inspection, but do find them at an inspection seven days
later, the colony might well swarm in the next day or two if the weather is good enough.
Keep an eye on your diary and the weather forecast, and if you cannot inspect on the seventh day for whatever
reason, do it earlier rather than later. You principally want to see that the colony is expanding, add super(s) as
necessary, and vitally to check for any signs of swarming preparation. Make sure you can recognise the differences
between queen cups, unsealed and sealed queen cells and a hatched queen cell.
Look very carefully for swarm (queen) cells. They are typically around the edge and bottom of the frames and
it is easy to miss one, especially if they are being built in gaps between comb and frame and covered in bees.
If you find unsealed charged (i.e. you can see a larva on a bed of white royal jelly) queen cells, don’t panic,
but you will need to act promptly and hopefully you will be prepared to do so. Remember that simply destroying
queen cells might buy you a few days (three to be precise) but it will not eliminate the swarming urge. BEWARE –
although you would think it should be pretty obvious when you look in a hive that half the bees have gone missing, it
isn’t such an easy judgement to make as a beginner especially if the swarm was a few days ago and several thousand
new bees have emerged since.
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A common mistake is to find sealed queen cells (from an older cell(s) you overlooked at an earlier inspection)
and destroy them, only then to realise that the colony actually swarmed several days ago. The queen has gone, you’ve
just destroyed all the queen cells and there are now no longer any eggs for the bees to make any more, leaving your
colony hopelessly queenless. So be prepared to implement some method of swarm control promptly, and avoid
carelessly destroying queen cells.
The Pagden swarm control method is popular but requires a complete spare hive. The Demaree method
requires only a spare brood body and frames but is arguably a little more complex. The Snelgrove and Horsley
methods require specialist boards and are more complex still, so best avoided as a beginner. The Nucleus method
needs only a relatively cheap (poly)nuc, but successfully setting up and running a nuc needs a bit of practice, and
brood laying in the main hive is interrupted, affecting productivity.
If you started beekeeping last year with one colony, the above methods can be used to create a second colony.
It’s generally better to run a minimum of two colonies so that if anything goes wrong with one, you have your own
means of recovery rather than having to buy a queen or more bees. However, having two colonies does mean you
need more kit, and then what do you do about swarm control next year…..? (reduce the number of colonies by
uniting!)
It’s a good idea to check your varroa infestation levels fairly soon too. Insert your varroa board, leave it two
or three days, remove it and count the mites. Use the Beebase calculator to determine what action to take…
http://www.nationalbeeunit.com/public/BeeDiseases/varroaCalculator.cfm
I try to do this exercise monthly
throughout the main season.

Ian Mackley
IPM & ADULT BEE DISEASES COURSE
I have just returned from attending the above weekend course which is part of the Healthy BEES Project. Our
tutors for the weekend were Tony Harris and Ann Chilcott – both of who are Scottish Expert Beemasters.
The course was fully subscribed with 12 participants all with varying degrees of experience who had travelled
from throughout Scotland. The aim of the course was to
improve our knowledge in the area of Integrated Pest
Management along with identification and treatment of
a variety of pests and diseases which may (and probably
will) be encountered by us at some stage while looking
after our bees.
The weekend consisted of a series of modules
relating to Varroa identification, monitoring and
treatment including an exercise to develop individual
Integrated Pest Management Plans designed for our own
use.
Dissection and microscopy skills were needed to check
whether the dead bees which everyone had taken to the course had any signs of Acarine or Nosema.
At this time of the year before the colonies really start to build up having the opportunity to check whether
there is any infection present helps to decide what you to do with regards any treatment or replacing of comb. Should
you consider just replacing a couple of frames which are now getting old or do you really need to take more drastic
action and consider a complete Bailey Comb change.? Giving our bees a health check at the start of the season and
deciding on any actions to be taken will help them build into a strong and productive colony which will hopefully
provide a good honey crop.
There was an opportunity to review pests including the damage that can be done both inside and outside the
hive and also a reminder of how vigilant all beekeepers need to be when it comes to identification and reporting of
Small Hive Beetle and Asian Hornets should any of these arrive in our area. So far they have not arrived and
hopefully it will remain that way – but you are never sure.
The Healthy BEES Project will be running throughout 2019 and into 2020 with a variety of courses being
offered at a very reasonable cost. Look out for them being advertised on the Moray Beekeepers Website and if you
see one that appears to be of interest take the opportunity to participate and have an interesting weekend with other
beekeepers improving you knowledge on beekeeping.
Joan Gilbert-Stevens

